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This is being sold as is and as shown, so if you have any questions please contact us. The pictures are part of
the description, so please view all pictures. The post office goes by size and weight and location, I ship
Priority mail unless otherwise stated. Even though I ship within 1 business day, these forms of shipping take
longer. I always ship within one business day. If you want the item very quickly then pay for the item by 7 pm
Monday through Friday then the item will be at my local post office on its way to you at 7 am the next day. If
you pay after 7 pm Monday through Friday nights, I will ship the item out the second business day. For
example, if you pay for an item at 7: I do ship out on Saturday too. If you pay via an e-check it will not ship
until payment clears through Paypal which can take from days. All pricing is up front so you know exactly
how much everything is! If you have any questions, comments, or concerns please use eBay messages. I only
accept returns if the item is grossly misrepresented. There is no handling charge passed on to buyers. You are
paying for the cost of the shipping only. I offer combined shipping on all items of similar size and weight.
However, if you purchase an extremely large and fragile piece, I will NOT ship that with other large and
fragile pieces. Books Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling This item will
ship to Germany, but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window
or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid
ZIP Code. Marshalltown, Iowa, United States Shipping to: Worldwide No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country: There are 1 items available. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
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Cole is approximately 21 years old at the beginning of the season. Together with their colleague, Dr. Viktor
Adler , the Evans took their infant son Cole with them on an expedition to the Amazons to find evidence of the
Animaria. The trio of scientists found seeds which were the remnants of the original Master Org. Viktor saw
this as a way to gain power to get revenge on Richard and Elizabeth and ate the seeds, becoming the new
Master Org. As he hunted down the couple, Elizabeth hid Cole in the wilderness, leaving him a picture of his
family and the Red Lion crystal. Victor eventually caught them and killed them, however, he did not find
Cole. Cole was found by a tribe of natives made up of the descendants of the original inhabitants of the
kingdom of Animaria [2] who raised him as their own. Cole, his parents and Dr. Adler are all presumed dead
in a "tragic accident" by the civilized world. He has amazing agility, sharp senses, and thinks on his feet.
When the natives felt Cole was old enough, they gave him a few items they found on him as a baby - a torn
picture of his parents, and the Red Lion crystal. With only these two things to go on, Cole left the wilderness
for the city of Turtle Cove to find his destiny or "life path". Originally a stranger in a strange world, Cole with
the help of the other Rangers, adapted to this new world and led the Power Rangers Wild Force as he was
destined to do. He swears his life to protecting the Earth and his friends, he lets nothing stop him from keeping
his promise. When getting to know his fellow teammates, he formed easy friendship with everyone except
Taylor. The two eventually come to a mutual understanding, Taylor learning to respect Cole as a leader and
Cole valuing her experience as the longest serving member of the Wild Force. Upon learning the death of his
parents, Taylor encouraged him to believe that his parents were still alive until they were all confronted by
Master Org, who kidnapped them. Though Cole learns that the former Dr. Adler was responsible for the death
of his parents, he chooses not to take his revenge against the man, refusing to lower himself to his level. When
Master Org returned from the ashes of the Nexus and destroyed their animal crystals and Growl Phones, Cole
refused to give up, opting to fight against the now gigantic Org without his powers. With the threat of the Orgs
gone, Cole relinquished his powers to Princess Shayla, who returned to Animarium to sleep once more. After
visiting his parents and even Dr. Legendary Battle Personality Cole has a love for animals and the wilderness,
as such, he immediately fell in love with his new home on the Animarium. His empathetic connection with
nature allows him to communicate with not only animals which include the Wild Zords , but humans as well.
He once tried to appeal to the heart of an Org, only to find with his senses that the Org lacked one. However,
he is able to tell that Jindrax and Toxica were telling the truth about wanting to help them stop Master Org and
rescue Princess Shayla in Sealing the Nexus. Cole is a bit inexperienced in the ways of civilized man, but
approaches each new challenge with zeal, such as learning to ride his Savage Cycle. Red Wild Force Ranger.
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They are available from Turn 1, and have 30 Combat Strength. On Online speed you will be producing close
to one War-Cart each turn. So long as you push fast enough, your opponents will not have time to produce
units strong enough to provide effective resistance, especially considering that War-Carts ignore anti-cavalry
bonuses from units such as Spearmen. This will boost your Science and Culture output especially after you
discover Natural History , allowing you to discover new technologies quickly and putting you on track for
either a Science or Culture Victory later in the game. Kish, Lagash, Ur, Uruk, Adab and so forth. At some
point before BC, the Sumerians developed a written language well, a logographic in their proto-literate period
, so at least historians have some idea of what they were doing. They drained marshes along the River
Euphrates, built mudbrick huts and walls, irrigated fields, developed weaving, leatherwork, masonry and
pottery, and a written language. In time, they acquired another trait of civilized societies â€” the use of slaves,
captured in the hill country to the north. Then they built a few towns, generally temple-centered with a central
administration of some sort usually a priest-king with a bunch of elderly advisers. With all this urbanization,
Sumerian civilization finally coalesced sometime around the fourth millennia BC. A number of dynasties held
the kingship of Sumer for several years, and often multiple times there were, for instance, five dynasties of
Uruk and three of Kish. Hegemony over the city-state collective was conferred by the priesthood in holy
Nippur. It is likely that the authority of the Sumerian king tended to be limited â€” except in his own city â€”
but he was tasked with maintaining tranquility throughout Sumer nonetheless. As the various surviving bits of
writing and monuments show, the next few hundred years were marked by increasing violence, attested to by
the building of high walls like Gilgamesh did for his city of Uruk and the disappearance of small villages in
southern Mesopotamia. In time, the more influential city-states banded together for purposes of trade and
defense. Also, in time, it was inevitable that some city-state would seek to lord it over the others permanently
â€¦ by force of arms. First to succeed was the dynasty of Lagash c. Eventually, the kings of Umma overthrew
Lagash, conquered Uruk to make it the capital of their realm, which they claimed reached from the Persian
Gulf to the Mediterranean. From this point on, the fates of the non-Semite Sumerians and the Semitic
Akkadians are inextricably intertwined. The Akkadian Empire reached its peak c. Bowing to the inevitable and
with Akkadians occupying Nippur that was prudent , the priesthood acknowledged the Akkadian hegemony
over Sumer. Everything went smoothly for all concerned save perhaps the slaves and peasants until the
Akkadian Empire collapsed, ushering in a regional Dark Age that lasted until the rise of the Third Dynasty of
Ur around BC. It was a period of anarchy. Irrigation systems collapsed; fields lay fallow; and the barbarian
Guti tribes from the Zagros Mountains swept over Sumer. These Gutians seemed to have had little regard for
the niceties of civilization. Having installed themselves as rulers in most of the city-states, they showed no
concern for agriculture, written records or public safety. They reputedly had all the Sumerian livestock
released to wander freely; coupled with a severe decades-long drought and rocketing grain prices, this led to
famine throughout the region. In the midst of all this, the capital at Akkad was sacked â€” multiple times â€”
so thoroughly barbarians are really good at sacking that its ruins remain undiscovered. Taking advantage of all
this confusion, several of the more southerly Sumerian city-states managed to re-establish independent rule.
As the Gutians, unable to handle all this domesticity, withdrew, the dynasty in Lagash rose to local
prominence yet again. Around BC or so, the Lagash dynasty â€” now claiming descent from divinity â€” was
declared by the Nippurian priests to have primacy over all others. Within 50 years the second Lagash dynasty
was replaced by the third dynasty of Ur, under the kings Ur-Nammu and his son Shulgi. When Utu-Hengal of
Uruk the next dynasty after Lagash defeated the remnants of the Gutians under their last king Tirigan, Sumer
was back. But the fifth Uruk dynasty ended abruptly after seven years according to the King List with the
ascension of Ur-Nammu. Circumstances are hazy; some historians hypothesize a revolt by Ur, others believe
that Nammu was somehow related to Hengal and became king peacefully. Nammu also undertook great
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engineering projects, and art and literary works were sponsored by the wealthy. Developments in architecture
and sculpture were especially noteworthy the Ziggurat of Ur being one such accomplishment. So advanced
was this age that it has come to termed Neo-Sumeria by historians just so they can keep track of it. Shulgi
outdid his illustrious father. He took decisive steps to formalize the procedures of his administration centered
in the capital of Ur. He is credited with standardizing the bureaucracy, archival documentation, the tax system,
and the calendar â€” all for which modern civilization should thank him. He established a standing army for
his realm, putting all those well-documented taxes to work. So impressed was the priesthood that Shulgi was
deified while he was still alive, which, unlike the present age, was a very rare honor. Over the first twenty
years of his reign, repeated raids and invasions by the warlike Amorites brought a growing lack of faith among
his subjects in his ability to lead. Elam declared its independence and joined the general raiding of trade
caravans and unguarded settlements. Ibbi-Sin fortified the areas around Ur and Nippur, without much effect.
The price of grain increased by 60 times the usual; plague ravaged several city-states; the Four Horsemen were
abroad in Sumeria. In the last years of Sumeria, Ibbi-Sin governed only his own city-state of Ur. The glory of
Sumer had passed. But its accomplishments â€” mostly because they were the first â€” have stood the test of
time. The Sumerians, farming in a semi-arid land along rivers, were the first to build irrigation ditches, canals
and eventually reservoirs. While perhaps not the first to develop writing, they were certainly the most
proficient at it â€” for many centuries, in fact â€” and they wrote everything down so it could be remembered
by future generations. In the process, they were also the first to develop all sorts of literary forms: They
standardized numbers in order that one could keep track of all this. And so payments would be made in an
orderly fashion, the Sumerians also were the first to divide the year into months and the day into standard
increments. Additionally, they were the first civilization to put the wheel to good use. Carts had wheels; plows
had wheels; chariots had wheels.
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Mildly impressed, Archer asks her to continue. Trip Tucker chimes in to mention an M-class planet on their
course with five hundred million life signs. Excited, Archer takes Enterprise into orbit around the planet. Act
One Edit Hoshi Sato disguised as an Akaali for a covert mission Early scans reveal a pre-industrial society ,
which excites the whole crew. After using sensors to get a closer look at the planet and its people, Doctor
Phlox performs cosmetic surgery to disguise the away team, testing his skills out first on Sato. Curiously, the
crew also detects neutrino emissions which are out of place for the society. After a bit of time getting dressed,
Archer pilots the team down successfully. On the streets nearby, they see various people covered in lesions.
Meanwhile, Archer and Tucker manage to localize the source of the neutrino emissions; a curio shop owned
by an antique collector. Breaking into the shop at night , they reach a force field -guarded door where they are
confronted by an Akaali who has been watching the shop for some time. She believes Archer and Tucker to be
in league with whoever owns the shop and that they have caused a disease among the Akaali. She believes it is
not coincidence that the shopkeeper arrived two months ago and that people have only become sick in that
period. Sato finds her name in her identification papers â€” Riaan. The next morning, the Akaali woman
wakes up to see Archer watching over her. As he leaves, he says his name is Jon â€” an odd name to her. Back
in the shuttlepod , they learn from Malcolm Reed that the energy field is strong enough to withstand a torpedo
barrage. Archer informs the group that the Akaali woman mentioned a sickness, and Sato confirms her
observations earlier. She suggests talking to the shop owner, first. There, Archer and Tucker engage the
owner, and, upon scanning him, they discover he is not Akaali but a different species. They confront him, and
he quickly takes out his own scanner and notes the same thing about them, smiling.
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